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ABSTRACT

Replication in such scenarios would mean that the replicas
would be held only within the scope of the data item and not
spread throughout the network. For instance, in the case of a
train network comprising of different stations and their data,
like timetables, the data of a particular station is associated
with the position of the station. When a mobile node wants
to access the timetable in the network, the information from
the nearest station is retrieved.
The next chapter reviews some existing solutions and examines their effectiveness and fallacies in the scenario of location dependent data and ad hoc networks. The system
model and the detailed solution is presented in the next section. Experimental results are presented and analyzed in 4.
A discussion of the results obtained, the positives and negatives of the solution proposed, and future work are presented
in 5. The paper is concluded in 6.

Replication aims to improve accessibility, shorter response
time and fault tolerance. When data is associated with geographical location in the network and valid only within a
region around that location, the benefits from replication
will apply only within this region. In mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs), nodes move in and out of a region and
can even leave the network completely, which leads to frequent changing of replica-holders. As mobile nodes have
usually constrained processing power and memory, replica
holders need to be selected carefully in such networks, to
reduce communication overhead.
This paper proposes a solution for replication of location
dependent data in mobile ad hoc networks. It will be shown
that an improvement of 20% in hit ratio is achieved in accessing data items with only a moderate increase in total
traffic generated. The scalability of the solution with regards to the increase in the number of nodes or data items
in the network will also be shown to be good.

1.

1.1

Replication Issues in MANETs

Clustering, when the replicas are disseminated among neighbors or adjacent nodes, can make replicated data unavailable
for nodes farther away from the replica holders.
Maintaining consistency among replicas is challenging in
MANETs, as not all replicas may be accessible when a data
item is updated. The replication system has to make its best
effort to return the latest version of the data to any client.
Resource limitations impose a number of constraints. Processing power and memory capacity limitations require that
management and state information held by each node should
be minimum. To save processing power and battery life
needed to send and receive messages, the amount of traffic
generated should be kept low.

INTRODUCTION

Mobile ad hoc networks are wireless networks that are
formed in an ad hoc manner, and each node performs the
role of client and server. Routing of packets is also undertaken by each node. An inherent issue in ad hoc networks
is unreliability and instability. This is because the nodes in
an ad hoc network keep moving constantly and they may
or may not be connected to other nodes at all instants of
time. Mobile ad hoc networks find application, for example, in sensor networks and in disaster management systems,
where each rescue group or rescuer can be considered a mobile node.
Location dependent data are data items that are valid at
a particular position in a network. Along with the position,
the data item also has a scope or range where it is valid.

1.2

Outline of the Solution and Contribution

In our solution the Base Station selects a Primary Data
Holder (PDH) from among the nodes in the vicinity of the
data item, and then the PDH finds a backup node plus additional replica holders in the area. The PDH selected is the
one closest to the data item. Compared to other approaches,
our method offers an improved hit rate and shortened response time, with only a moderate increase in generated
traffic. It also avoids clustering of replicas.
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2.

PREVIOUS WORK

Luo and Hubaux, in [15], propose a probabilistic solution
to ensure that a request to a data item retrieves the most
recent update to the data item. Since it is a probabilistic solution, it effectively tries to maximize the probability
that the most recent update is retrieved. The solution also
supports total ordering of all updates using a quorum-based
approach and a Gossip Architecture( [13]).
The solution in [10] requires that each node maintain a
table of all data items and their timestamps, which might
not be space efficient considering the memory constraints in
mobile nodes. The amount of traffic generated is also huge,
similar to the authors’ previous solutions in [7], [9]and
[8]. The solution in [17] requires that certain nodes called
proxies, which do not move or exhibit ad-hoc properties,
remain within a specific quorum. This assumption might be
too stringent, as we cannot expect to always have nodes that
are permanently present close to the data items in a network.
This also introduces a form of client-server approach, which
is not in keeping with the ad-hoc nature of ad-hoc networks.
The probabilistic solution in [15] requires that accesses to
a data item after an update retrieve the value before the
update for a short period of time.
The solutions discussed so far are for scenarios where accesses to data items can come from anywhere in the network
and hence replication needs to be provided throughout the
network. In case of location-dependent data, however, data
items are valid only within a region and replication needs to
be provided only within that region.
Dunham and Kumar propose a solution where the same
data item has different values based on its location [6]. The
area of the network is divided into cells similar to a cellular
phone network, and only those replicas within a cell or region
are managed as replicas. The same data item in a different
cell is considered a different data item. The solution uses the
Base Station concept of cellular networks and a data item is
assumed to be stored in the base station of each region. This
introduces a client-server approach which is not in keeping
with the nature of ad-hoc networks.
A solution for location-dependent replication was proposed
by Tsuchida et al in [19]. Data items are replicated within
a fixed distance or range from the position where they are
generated. The solution uses Geocasting( [3], [12]) to route
access requests to the nodes near the position of the data
item. The nodes in the network do not have information
about any data item and accesses are generated based on
the position or area the nodes are interested in. Replicas
are present within a fixed distance from the position of the
data item, at s-hop distances, where s is a parameter that
can be configured. However, the solution uses flooding to
identify the replicas, which is expensive, and a node might
receive the same message from multiple other nodes, which
makes it difficult to know the exact number of hops from the
node which generated the message. The solution does not
support updates of data items. The scenario considered is
such that a data item is generated dynamically and is readonly while it remains in the network. Within the range of
the data item, the number of replicas is not limited. This
means that the node that generated the data does not know
who the replicas are. Maintaining consistency among replicas will be a difficult task if the solution is scaled up for
updates. There is a probability of the data item being lost
as it is not ensured that the data item is held by at least one
node near its position.

Various solutions have been proposed for replication in
mobile ad hoc networks. The solutions address two major
issues in replication:
• Identifying nodes to hold replicas of data items and
dissemination of replicas to the replica holders.
• Propagating updates to the replicas and maintaining
consistency among the replicas.
The issue of dissemination of data items to replica holders
has been addressed in [7], [9], [8], [11], [21], [18] and [1].
The solutions proposed consider different scenarios and propose mechanisms for those scenarios to decide which nodes
will hold the replicated data items. The main focus is to
reduce clustering of replicas and to increase the accessibility
of data items.
The solutions proposed above in [7], [9] and [8] minimize
clustering of replicas among neighbors, by not replicating in
adjacent nodes, which ensures a good spread of the replicas across the network. By considering only bi-connected
networks, that is, networks that are connected by two or
more links, it tries to reduce the possibility of the networks
getting disconnected in future. However, in a practical scenario, constraints like no updates or periodic updates might
be too stringent. Updates to data items might be critical
and may require being done and seen immediately in the
network. The calculation of the correlation of data items in
[9] is done at a single node. This results in a single point of
failure. Resource utilization is also low as the other nodes
will be idle waiting for the result of the computation. The
amount of traffic generated in this mechanism is also high.
The solutions provided in [18] and [1] ensure good distribution of the data items without clustering of replicas. The
amount of traffic generated is also minimum. However, the
solution in [18] requires that a Global P ositioning System
be available to provide each node with its latest position.
Since each node stores information about the position and
holder of each replica when a request propagates through
it, the amount of memory consumed is high. Both the solutions, [18] and [1], require a degree of stability in the
network which might be stringent in the context of mobile
ad hoc networks.
The issue of updating data items and maintaining consistency among replicas has been addressed in the works of
Hara et al. in [10], Luo and Hubao in [15] and Sawai et al.
in [17]. Hara et al. in [10] propose a solution considering
two common scenarios - already connected networks, that
is, propagating updates among the connected replicas, and
recently connected networks, that is, propagating updates
to a network that was previously unconnected and becomes
connected due to topology changes. The solution by Sawai
et al. in [17] uses a quorum-based approach where the nodes
form read and write quorums for access and update operations respectively. A quorum is a group of replicas, which
can take a decision to go ahead with an operation like a read
or write, or not allow the operation. The solution considers a basic rule in replication using quorum-based systems,
which is, the read quorum can be smaller than the write quorum. This is because a read can get the information from a
minimum number of nodes while a write has to be updated
to the maximum number of nodes. Construction of a read
quorum is, hence, faster than constructing a write quorum.
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At the start, a base station tries to find a P rimary Data
Holder (P DH) for the data item. The PDH is a node that is
closest to the position of the data item. To find the PDH, the
base station broadcasts a P rimary Search message, which
contains the id of the base station and the id of the data item
for which the PDH is being sought. A node on receiving
the message, checks if it is within half the Scope Radius
of the data item. This is to restrict the distance between
the primary and the data item’s position, at the same time
taking into consideration the ad-hoc nature of the PDH.
The scope radius is the radius of the circle where the data
item is valid. If a node is within half the radius it will
respond with a P rimary Reply message which contains the
id of the sending node and its distance from the position
of the data item. The distance is used to calculate which
node is nearest to the data item’s position. The base station
sends a P rimary Designate message, which includes the
data item, to the node with the shortest distance to the
position of the data item. The node on receiving the data
item becomes the PDH and stores the data item.
The PDH looks for a backup by broadcasting the Backup
Search message, which contains the id of the data item and
the id of the PDH. All nodes which are within half the scope
radius of the data item respond with a Backup Reply message.
The backup reply message, similar to the primary reply
message, includes the distance of the node from the position
of the data item. The primary will choose the node nearest
to the data item as the backup. The backup is then sent a
Backup Designate message which includes the data item.
The backup and the PDH then exchange periodic heartbeat
messages to make sure they are both within half the scope
radius. The timeout for this message has to be short so
that the likelihood of both the PDH and the backup moving
out of the inner circle of half the scope radius is reduced.
If the backup is lost, the PDH initiates a new search to
find a backup. If the PDH is lost, the backup assumes the
role of the PDH and finds a new backup. The backup is a
hot backup, which means that any changes in the PDH are
updated to the backup immediately.
After finding the backup, a PDH tries to find replicas. To
find replicas, a PDH broadcasts a Replica Search message.
A replica search message includes the id of the PDH and
the id of the data item. A node that receives the replica
search checks if it is outside half the scope radius, but within
the scope radius from the data item’s position. If it is, it
computes the direction of the data item from itself and the
distance from it to a point which is three-quarters the scope
radius along an axis. This is to ensure that the replicas
are near a point midway between the inner circle and the
scope radius. Hence, a node to the right of the data item
would compute its distance to the point at (xc + (3/4)r, yc )
where (xc , yc ) is the position of the data item and r is the
scope radius. Similarly, a node to the left would compute its
distance to (xc − (3/4)r, yc ). Nodes on top of or below the
data item would compute their distance to (xc , yc − (3/4)r)
and (xc , yc + (3/4)r) respectively. The nodes then take part
in an election to identify the nodes that are to be the Replica
Holders based on the distance computed above. The nodes
elected will send a Replica Reply message to the PDH. This
message includes the id of the node, the id of the data item
and the direction of the replica relative to the position of the
data item. The PDH on receiving the replica reply messages

Figure 1: Basic Model with PDH, Backup and
Replicas, and Showing Replica Selection

2.1

Summary

The solutions reviewed, except for [6] and [19], are for
networks where the data items can be accessed from anywhere in the network and need to be replicated throughout the network. These are, hence, not suited for locationdependent data items which is the focus of this paper. The
solutions discussed in [6] and [19] are for location-dependent
data items, where the data items are bound to their positions. However, [6] does not consider the scenario of mobile
ad-hoc networks, and [19] does not support updates to data
items and the issue of the data generating node moving out
of the scope of the data item is not handled.

3.

SYSTEM MODEL

The proposed solution emphasizes on replica identification
and maintenance, dissemination of data items to the replicas, accessing data items, updating data items and maintaining consistency among replicas. The access model is
write-one-read-any, which is commonly used in mobile environments, e.g. in [14].
The following assumptions are made regarding the system
environment:
1. Each data item is associated with a geographical location.
2. The data items in the network and their positions are
known to the nodes.
3. The data items are initially stored in nodes called Base
Stations. These are usually expensive to reach because they may be at the edge of the network. The
delay in accessing data items from the base stations is
long and they are used as the last resort to access a
data item.
4. Routing of messages to their destinations is done using the Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV)
routing mechanism( [16]).
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will send out the data item to the replicas through Replica
Data messages. If the PDH receives more than one replica
reply message from a direction, only the first message is
considered.
The PDH maintains communication with the replicas by
sending out periodic Replica Ref resh messages and the
replicas respond with Replica Ref resh Reply messages. If
the PDH does not receive a reply for a refresh message within
a specific period of time, it deletes the replica from its tables
and tries to find a new replica in that direction.

3.1
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Figure 2: Graph of Scope Radius vs Hit Ratio
a 500m X 500m space according to the Random W aypoint
model ( [2]). AODV routing protocol ( [16]) was used for
routing the messages. The replication mechanism was implemented on an existing simulation of mobile ad hoc networks
considering different mobility models and using the AODV
routing mechanism by Concer, [4].

4.1

Data Access

As can be seen from the graph in figure 2, the hit ratio
for accesses increases with the scope radius until the scope
radius become 100m. This is because, at lower scope radii
there might not be enough nodes to hold the data items as
PDHs or replica holders. The hit ratio drops gradually after
a scope radius of 150m. This is because, the distance between the replica holders and the PDHs, and the accessing
nodes and replica holders or PDHs will be higher leading
to increased drop probability. We can also observe that the
difference in hit ratio where the scope radius is 100m and
150m is less. However, with a scope radius of 100m the nodes
within the scope are pretty close by and might be able to
reach the PDH in a single hop. With a scope radius of 150m,
the chances of access and update requests getting lost are
much higher because of the distance to the PDH from different nodes and also because of the larger number of nodes
within the scope. For scopes with radii larger than 150m,
the percentage of the total field area covered will be too high
and the location dependency factor will be minimum. Thus,
150m is chosen as the scope radius.
Figure 3 shows how the access hit ratio varies with the
number of nodes. The number of data items in the network
is kept constant at three. When the number of nodes is really
low, the connectivity in the network is also low as the nodes
are distributed across the network and it is difficult to find
replicas or PDHs to hold the data items. The hit ratio will
thus be low as the accessing nodes might not be connected to
any replica holder or there might not be any replica holders
for the data items. With increase in the number of nodes,
the connectivity in the network also increases, leading to an
increase in the hit ratio. However, after a certain number
of nodes, the hit ratio reaches a value after which there will
be no increase. This is because, for this particular number
of nodes, the connectivity from the accessing nodes to the
replica holders is ensured and the presence of PDHs and
replica holders is also ensured. The access misses happen
only because of the ad hoc nature of the network, with nodes

Data Update

Updating a data item is similar to accessing. A node
checks its position relative to the data items and the update
is made to the nearest data item only if it is within the scope
of that data item. An U pdate Request message is broadcast
which is similar to an Access Request Message. The main
difference between updates and accesses is that, updates are
handled only by the PDH, to maintain consistency among
replicas. The update mechanism is thus write − one.
A replica holder on receiving the update, sets the destination of the message to the PDH and sends the message to the
PDH. This is to reduce the likelihood of the message getting
lost or timing out. The PDH, on receiving the update, sees if
an update with the same or later timestamp was received. If
so, an U pdate Reply message is sent to inform the updating
node that the update failed. If no such messages have been
received by the PDH, it sends out the update reply message
with a different status to inform the updating node of the
success of the update. A node, which is neither a PDH nor
a replica holder, on receiving the update request message
behaves in the same manner as receiving an access request
message. The replica holders are updated by the PDH in
the next replica refresh message, by including the data item
in the message.

4.

0.5

0.3

When a node wants to access a data item, it calculates its
position relative to the data items and the access is made
to the nearest data item only if it is within the scope of
that data item. The node broadcasts an Access Request
message. The message is sent with a low time-to-live to
avoid flooding the network and includes the id of the data
item being requested and the id of the node making the
request.
A node, on receiving the message, checks if it is a replica
holder or the PDH for the data item. If it is, it responds
with an Access Reply message. The access reply message
contains the timestamp of the data item and the data item
itself. If a node which is not a replica holder or a PDH receives the message, it forwards the message after reducing
the time-to-live field. If the time-to-live is zero, the message
is discarded. The requesting node collects the replies and
chooses the one with the highest timestamp as this represents the latest update to the data item. The access mechanism is thus read − any.

3.2

0.6

EXPERIMENTS

The simulation tool Omnet ( [20]) was used to simulate
the environment and the system model. The mobility framework for Omnet as developed in [5] was used to simulate
the mobility of nodes in the Mobile Ad hoc network.
In the simulations conducted, the nodes move around in
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Figure 3: Graph of Number of Nodes vs Hit Ratio

the number of nodes being found near those data items will
be lower. The chances of finding replica holders or PDHs
for those data items becomes lower. With uniform distribution of nodes, however, regardless of the number of data
items, the number of nodes near that should be more or less
the same. The access hit ratio in this case should not be
affected. As can be observed from the graph, the hit ratio
with uniform distribution stays between 0.9 and 0.95. The
number of data items for the experiments can thus be any
value without affecting the results of the experiments. The
number of data items for the experiments is chosen to be
three because, with three data items and a scope radius of
150, most of the nodes can generate access/update requests
as they are within the scope of some data item or the other.
The results observed from the proposed solution were compared to those obtained using the Skip-Copy method( [19]).
Since in the skip-copy method accesses can originate from
anywhere in the network, only those accesses originating
from within the scope of a data item were considered to make
it comparable to our method. A skip value of 2 was used,
which means every alternate node from the node generating
the data item stores the data item as a replica holder.
Hit Ratio : The access hit ratio does not depend on the
number of accesses because, each access is independent of
other accesses. As seen from figure 5, the access rate in our
mechanism remains more or less constant between 0.85 and
0.95 regardless of the distribution used. The access misses
happen due to the ad hoc nature of the network as nodes
move after accesses, and routing entries in routing tables
expire or get recalculated. The hit ratio is similar when
using Zipf or uniform distribution and remains at around 0.9.
Our method provides an improvement of close to 100% on
the Skip-copy method as can be seen in the figure 5. While
the skip-copy method had an average hit ratio of 0.45 for
both uniform and Zipf distributions, our method improves
the hit ratio up to 0.95 for these distributions.
Response T ime : Since the number of hops to reach the
replicas or the PDHs in our method is low, the response time
is also expected to be low. The response time is measured
as the time to receive the first response from a replica or a
PDH for an access request. As can be seen from figure 6, the
response time stays low at an average of 0.055 seconds for
Uniform distribution of nodes and data items. For Zipf, the
nodes are clustered around the data items. This means that
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Figure 4: Graph of Number of Data Items vs Hit
Ratio

moving to different positions and, the routing table entries
timing out or becoming invalid, and not because of lack of
connectivity or lack of replica holders. After this state is
reached, increase in the number of nodes does not lead to
any increase in the connectivity or, the number of replicas
or PDHs, and the access hit ratio saturates. In the figure 3
the saturation can be observed at 50 nodes and hence, the
number of nodes in the network is maintained at 50 for the
experiments.
Since each access is independent of other accesses and also
other data items in the network, the hit ratio does not depend on the number of data items in the network. It depends only on the node’s current position and its nearest
data item. As can be seen from the figure 4, the hit ratio
does not vary much with increase in data items and remains
between 0.85 and 0.95. With increase in the number of data
items, the hit ratio with Zipf distributed nodes comes down
as the nodes tend to be more frequent near particular data
items. As more data items are added at different locations,
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Figure 8: Graph of Update Rate vs Update Hit Ratio

provement in response time and hit ratio over the skip-copy
method comes at the price of increased network traffic.
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The update rate will be lower than the access rate because of the write-one read-any mechanism of replication.
Only the PDH can service updates while replica holders can
also service accesses. The updates are propagated to the
replicas during the next refresh. If the refresh message does
not contain the data item, it means the data item has not
been updated since the last refresh. The number of nodes is
maintained at 50 and the number of data items at three.
Hit Ratio : The hit ratio for updates will be much lower
than that for accesses because of the read-any write-one approach. Hence, the difference between the hit ratios for accesses and updates will depend on how much of the accesses
are actually serviced by the replicas. As can be seen from
figure 8 the hit ratio starts at a higher value and drops to an
average of 0.7 for higher update rates. Updates can fail due
to two reasons - Update requests not reaching the PDH or
if a later update is received earlier by the PDH. We can observe that the hit ratio does not depend on the update rate
and remains constant with increase in update rate. However, with an increase in the update rate there is a slight
decrease in the hit ratio for updates. This is because, at
lower update rates the number of simultaneous updates for
the same data item will be much lower and also the number
of packets in the network will be much lower. With increase
in the update rate, the number of packets transmitted increases leading to a higher drop probability and the number
of simultaneous updates also increases leading to failures due
to earlier updates being received later.
N etwork T raf f ic : Since the packets transmitted for updates are similar to those for accesses, increase in the update
rate will lead to a linear increase in the number of packets
transmitted per node. When the access rate equals the update rate, the number of packets transmitted in both the
cases should be the same. As can be seen from figure 9, the
increase in the number of packets transmitted per node is
linear with the update rate.

3.5

Access Rate

Figure 7: Graph Comparing Access Rate vs Packet
Rate of Our Method with that of the Skip-Copy
Method

the replicas or the PDHs will usually be reachable within
a hop or a couple of hops. The response time is thus very
low for Zipf distributed nodes and can be seen to be around
0.026 seconds. As can be seen from the graph, the average response time for the skip-copy method is around 0.27
seconds and 0.32 seconds for uniformly and Zipf distributed
nodes respectively, while it is around 0.055 and 0.026 seconds respectively for our method. However, at certain times
the skip-copy method also manages to achieve a response
time of close to 0.03 seconds, but not consistently.
N etwork T raf f ic : Increase in the access rate leads to
an increase in the number of packets transmitted to access
the packets. Thus, the increase in the traffic with increase
in access rate should be linear. As can be seen from figure
7, the increase in packet rate is linear with increase in the
access rate. This trend can be observed regardless of the
distribution of the nodes in the network. The increase in
the number of packets transmitted per node with increase
in access rate is linear for the skip-copy method also. However, the rate of increase for the skip copy method is only
50% of our method. This is because the skip-copy method
does not involve any exchange of control packets to search
and maintain replicas which is done in our method. The im-
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time while for uniform and Poisson distributed nodes, the
improvement is in the hit ratio.
The solution provides an improvement of around 100%
over the hit ratio on the skip-copy method proposed in [19]
and reduces the access response time to one-sixth and onetenth of that achieved by the skip-copy method for uniformly
and Zipf distributed nodes respectively. However, this improvement is achieved at the cost of higher network traffic
than the skip-copy method.
Updates to data items is supported and uses a read-any
write-one approach. Since the updates are ordered by the
update request generation time, the update mechanism supports total ordering and immediate ordering.
As we have shown, the proposed solution improves read
accesses while not adding too much to the network traffic
and supports total and immediate ordering for updates.
Future work can be directed at addressing the following
issues in the solution.
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• The update mechanism can be improved to have replica
holders also accept updates and have some sort of gossip architecture( [13]) to maintain consistency among
the replica holders.

Figure 9: Graph of Update Rate vs Packet Rate

5.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

Replication is an important issue in mobile ad hoc networks because of the inherent unreliability of the network.
Location dependent data in mobile ad hoc networks are
those that are bound to a position in the network. The
solution proposed to solve the issue of replication in mobile
ad hoc networks with location dependent data. It addresses
the issues of:

• Support for causal ordering.
• Flooding used in the solution can be avoided by using
a geocasting model for routing packets as suggested in
[3] and [12]. Since Geocasting routes packets to nodes
that are near a specified position, it might be better
suited for location dependent data replication.

• Dissemination of data to the replica holders from the
PDH

6.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a solution to address the issues
faced by replication for location dependent data in mobile ad
hoc networks. The solution provides replication by identifying a P rimary Data Holder (P DH) close to the location
of the data item and replica holders along four directions top, bottom, left and right - from the location of each data
item and disseminating replicas to them. Accesses are serviced by the PDH or the replica holders and updates by the
PDH alone. The solution proposed was able to achieve the
following:

• Retrieval of data from the replica holders
• Updating of the data by the nodes
• Minimizing the amount of traffic generated in addressing these issues
From the experiments conducted and discussed in the previous section, an access hit ratio of around 94% was observed
with Zipf and uniform distributions, and 87% with Poisson
distribution. This is an improvement of around 21% observed over not replicating the data items, with uniformly
and Poisson distributed nodes and 11% with Zipf distributed
nodes. The solution achieves this improvement with minimum increase in traffic generated from the scenario of not
using replication. Thus, the objectives of data retrieval and
dissemination have been addressed and under the constraint
of minimum traffic generation.
Since the increase in traffic generated is linear with the
increase in the access rate, or the number of nodes in the
network, or the number of data items, or the update rate,
the scalability of the system for larger networks and for peak
loads is also good.
The response time for accessing data items is very low
and is 0.023 seconds for Zipf distributed nodes and 0.055
seconds on average for Poisson and uniform distributions.
The improvement in response time with replication in case
of Zipf distributed nodes is around 100% while it is smaller
for Poisson and uniform distributions. Thus, in case of Zipf
distributed nodes, the improvement is seen in the response

• Improvement in the access hit ratio by around 20%
over not using replication for uniform and Poisson distributed nodes, and 10% for Zipf distributed nodes.
• A low response time for accesses to data items of around
0.055 seconds for uniform and Poisson distributed nodes
which is the same as without replication, and 0.023 seconds for Zipf distributed nodes which is an improvement of around 100% over no replication.
• The increase in traffic generated was moderate.
• The solution provides an improvement of close to 100%
on the hit ratio, and achieves accesses at one-sixth the
response time for uniformly distributed nodes and onetenth for Zipf distributed nodes, over an existing solution called the skip-copy method ( [19]). However,
this is done at the cost of higher network traffic.
The update hit ratio, however, was relatively lower when
compared to the access hit ratio because of the read-any
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write-one approach for updates. The solution also introduces a limited amount of flooding to search for replica holders and backups.
Future work on the paper can explore improvements in
updates and reducing the amount of flooding in the network.
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